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Editorial 

Volume six of QI heralds several changes. The most visible is the change in format The black on red cover 
has been changed to a more readable blue on white, but we have retained the style of the old cover, for the sake 
of continuity. The papers are now set in a tighter format, using double columns, which will enable more 
papers to be published for the same cost. 

For authors, the most significant change is that as from Volume 6 Number 2 (the next issue), a charge will be 
made for typesetting. The charge is quite modest - R20 per page - and will enable us to keep up the high 
standards that we have become used to with QI. It is worth recording that the alternative to this suggestion 
was that authors should present camera-ready typescript, as is done for QU<£stiones Mathematicce. Given that 
document preparation and electronic typesetting is one of the areas of computer science that we can feel proud 
of, it seemed right that our journal should use the most modem techniques available. Fortunately, the two 
controlling bodies, the CSSA and SAICS, eventually agreed to our proposal and the result is the professional 
journal you have in front of you now. 

Supporters of QI may be interested in a few statistics that I compiled when I took over the editorship from 
Gerrit Wiechers in April this year. In the past two years (June 1985 to June 1988), 73 papers have been 
received. Of these 39 (53%) have appeared, 19 have been rejected or withdrawn (26%) and 15 (21 %) are either 
with authors for changes or with referees. If we look at the complete picture for Volumes 4 and 5, we find the 
following: 

Volume Issues 
5 3 
4 3 

P.c1pers 
27* 
21 

Pages 
220 
136 

Ave. pages per paper 
7.7 
6.4 

Although this issue contains one very long paper of 18 pages, the future policy of QI will be to restrict papers 
to 6 or 7 printed pages, and prospective authors are asked to bear this in mind when submitting papers. 

For the future, we arc hoping to move towards more special issues. Many of the papers being published at the 
moment were presented at the 4th SA Computer Symposium in 1987. Instead of continuing the policy of 
allowing such papers to be accepted by QI without further refereeing, we are hoping to negotiate with 
Conference organisers to produce special issues of QI. Thus the proceedings would ab initio be typeset by QI 
and all the papers would be in a single issue. Given the competitive charges of QI, there will be financial 
gains for both parties in such an arrangement. 

As this is my first editorial, it is fitting that it should close with a tribute to the previous QI team. My 
predecessor as editor was Gerrit Wiechers. Gerrit took over the editorship in 1980 and served the journal well 
over the years. With his leadership, the number and quality of the papers increased to its present healthy state. 
I must also extend a big thank you to Conrad Mueller and the University of the Witwatersrand who pioneered 
desk top publishing of QI in August 1985, using the IBM mainframe and its laser writer. Without Conrad's 
diligence and the excellent facilities provided by the Wits Computer Centre and subsequently the Computer 
Science Department, QI would easily have degenerated into a second-rate magazine. Quintin Gee, also of the 
Wits Computer Science Department, has taken over from Conrad and has raised the production quality of QI to 
new heights, as this issue testifies. 

I look forward to your help and support in the future. Long live QI! 

Judy M Bishop 
Editor 
June 1988 
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A Structural Model of Information Systems Theory 

J Mende 
Department of Accounting University of the Witwatersrand, PO Box 1176 Johannesburg 2000 

Abstract 

The laws and techniques of maJure sub1ects such as Physics and Electrical Engineering are logically connected 
to one another in the form of a deductive network There is a foundation of basic laws deriving from them are 
successive layers of logically consequent laws and techniques The field of study "Information Systems' (IS) 
shares a common feature with Physics and Electrical Engineering All three provide the knowledge necessary 
for designing Man s artefacts Consequently we can expect their logical structure to be similar That means 
IS techniques should be logically connected to IS laws and IS laws should be logically connected to laws 
of fundamental subjects such as Computer Science Psychology and Management 
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Islands of Knowledge 

Smee their mvention some forty years ago, 
electroruc computers have spread rapidly mto many 
spheres of human acuvity Coupled with rapid 
advances m the technology itself, the enormous rate 
of computensatton has deluged the Information 
Systems researcher with urgent problems of practical 
systems development and management As a result, 
the academic field of study "Information Systems" 
(IS) has evolved rapidly, but not altogether 
SOWldly 

In parucular, many IS textbooks present therr 
subject matter as mdependent "ISiands of knowledge" 
- much hke the "islands of mechamsation" [1] 
prevalent m the busmess firms of the nmeteen
s1xt1es For mstance, Gane & Sarson's "Structured 
Systems Analysis" [5] starts with several law-hke 
statements m chapter 1 Yet there 1s no reference to 
those laws m the subsequent chapters on the 
techruques of data-flow diagrammmg, process-logic 
analysis, etc A S1m1lar omission occurs m Jackson's 
"Pnnc1ples of Program Design" [6) The book 
descnbes a 'basic design techmque' of data structure 
analysis, program structure formation and task 
allocation Yet this techmque 1s almost entlfely 
unsupported Jackson makes no attempt at log1cal 
denvatlon from underlymg laws, mdeed he does not 
even state such laws 

Further examples of logical om1ss1on can also be 
found m Martm 's "Strategic Data Plannmg 
Methodologies" [9], Lundberg's "Information 
Systems Development" (8], Wemberg's "Structured 
Analysis" [13) and G B Davis's "Strategies for 
mformauon reqwrements detennmat1on" (2] 

In order to identify and avoid such shortcommgs, 
researchers should consider what kmds of knowledge 
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the I S practitioner needs, and how different types of 
knowledge are mterconnected A previous paper m 
Qurestlones Informaucre - "Laws and Techmques of 
Information Systems" [11] - mtroduced a general 
classification of knowledge types The present paper 
now extends that class1ficat1on, establishes a general 
model of utJlttanan knowledge, and denves a specific 
model of I S knowledge 

Laws and Techmques 

The academic field of study "Information Systems" 1s 
concerned with a parucular kmd of man-made artefact 
[3] computer based systems which produce 
mformation Information systems are similar m 
purpose to many other devices that people have 
developed over the ages, from simple hoes and clay 
tablets through ploughs and ledgers, to tractors and 
accountmg machmes All such mvent10ns were 
motivated by the same obJective, namely mcreased 
human productav1ty The prospect of ever greater 
output per man per hour constantly lures us on to 
seek more powerful artefacts However, the designs 
of our artefacts are cnt1cally dependent upon the 
knowledge base provided by subjects such as 
Physics, Electrical Engmeenng, Chemistry, 
Chemical Engmeermg, Biology, Agnculture - and 
Information Systems The previous paper showed 
that this dependency relationship strongly mfluences 
the destred structure of those subJects Frrstly, the 
dependency demands that the knowledge base should 
mclude two d1stmct types of ideas laws and 
techmques 

The process of des1gnmg any artefact mvolves a 
senes of decisions If those dec1s1ons violate the 
charactenstic properties of the artefact's components, 



then the artefact will not work as intended, and the 
design process will therefore be ineffective So 
effecttveness demands that design dec1S1on-making 
include inferences from laws - statements which 
descnbe the attnbutes of the vanous enttties that are 
combmed to form the artefact [11] For example, m 
deciding the appropnate curvature of a microscope's 
lenses, the opttcal designer needs to make deducttons 
from Snell's Law of dtffractton 

"The sme of the angle of refractton bears a 
constant rabo to the angle of mc1dence" [7] 

In des1gnmg Man's vanous artefacts , some of 
those dec1s1ons are made over and over agam For 
efficiency of the design process, such recumng 
dec1S1ons need to be supported by techmques -
statements which prescnbe the steps a designer 
should talce to reach a conclusion quickly For 
example, designers of optical mstruments often face 
dec1S1ons on the spacing between lenses These 
dec1s10ns can be made more rapidly 1f one applies 
standard "graphical ray tracmg" techmques [7] mstead 
of Snell's Law 

So for efficiency and effecuveness, the Design 
Process in general requrres laws which descnbe the 
operands of design, and techmques which prescnbe 
feasible sequences of dec1S1on-making operations 
The operattons of an effecuve techmque must be 
consistent with the charactenstics of the operands 
This means that techmques should be logically 
connected to underlymg laws [11] For example, the 
optical ray tracing techmques mentioned above are 
logical consequences of Snell's Law Similarly 
electncal engmeenng techmques of electnc crrcmt 
analysis were denved form underlying laws of 
electncity, chemical engmeenng techmques of mass 
and energy transfer follow from basic laws of mass 
and energy conservation, and so on 

Natural and Artdioal Laws 

Secondly, the dependency between Knowledge and 
Design demands two d1sunct types of laws - natural, 
and aruf1cial Modem artefacts represent design 
"h1erarch1es" They consist of artific1al components, 
which m turn are composed of natural components 
For example, an artesian well consists of a pump, 
pipes and an electnc motor the motor in tum 
consists of copper wrre and an rron frame Natural 
components such as copper and rron are descnbed by 
"Laws of Nature" - laws that reflect therr mherent 
properties On the other hand, arufic1al components 
such as motors have contrtved properties which 
transcend those of therr natural constituents These 
add1tional properties are descnbed by "Laws of the 
Arufic1al" [11) For example, the natural metallic 
conductors ma motor are subject to Ohm's Law - a 
law of Nature On the other hand, an artesian well is 
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descnbed by overall performance formulae which are 
Laws of the Artificial 

Again, these two types of knowledge should be 
connected The contnved properties of an artificial 
enuty are functtons of the inherent properties of its 
natural constituents That means art1fic1al laws 
should be logically related to natural laws For 
example, the artifictal laws of electnc motors follow 
logically from natural laws of resistance and 
mduction, the artificial laws of capacitors follow 
from the natural law of electrostauc force, and so on 

General and Specific Laws 

Thrrdly, the Design-Knowledge dependency also 
reqmres a disuncuon - not mentioned m the preVIous 
paper - between "general" and "spec1f1c" laws 
Design components have two kinds of properties -
general and specific - and those need to be descnbed 
by corresponding types of laws For example, very 
many mechanical design components involve mouon 
at sub-hght velocltles The set of all "sub-hght 
mouons" 1s descnbed by Newton's general Laws of 
Motton However, that set contams smaller subsets 
of specific motions, such as rotauon, oscdlatton and 
orbital mouon [4) These subsets are descnbed by 
spec1f1c laws - such as Kepler's Laws of orbital 
mouon 

If a design decision mvolves an operand which lS a 
member of a specific sub-class within a general class 
of design components, the dec1s1on can be made 
more efficiently using the specific rather than the 
general law For example, in many orbital 
calculauons 1t 1s easier to use Kepler's Laws rather 
than Newton's Laws S1m1larly in optical design 
involvmg "thick" lenses, the Gaussian Formulae [7] 
are more convement than Snell's Law So the design 
process requrres both general and specific laws 

General and specific laws are necessanly related 
Suppose a large class of design operands are descnbed 
by a general law Then the same law must also apply 
to every sub-class That means the spec1f1c law of 
the sub-class must be consistent with the general 
law So 1t should be possible to deduce the specific 
law from the general law usmg the spec1f1c 
properties as "boundary condiuons" For example, 
Kepler's Laws are deducible from Newton's Laws, 
and the Gaussian Formulae can be deduced from 
Snell's Law " 

Knowledge For Design 

The foregomg analysis suggests that the knowledge 
reqmred by the designers of artefacts can be 
represented by Fig 1 At the base of the network 
there are general Laws of Nature Denvmg from that 
foundauon we have specific Laws of Nature, then 



I Techmques I 
H j • ' . 

I Specific Laws of the Artafic1al I 
' .. 

I General Laws of the Artafictal I 
j .. j • 

I Specific Laws of Nature I 
4 .. 

I General Laws of Nature I 

Figure 1 Network of Design Knowledge 

general as well as specific Laws of the Artificial, and 
finally techruques 

The SubJect Information Systems 

The network mcludes laws and techmques belongmg 
to many different fields of study Physics, 
Mechamcal and Electncal Engmeenng provide laws 
and techmques for the design of mechanical and 
electrical devices Chemistry and Chemical 
Engmeermg supply laws and techmques for the 
design of chemical processes B10logy and 
Agnculture furmsh laws and techmques for the 
design of farmmg processes 

Then there 1s also the subject Infonnatmn Systems 
Its function 1s to support the design of mfonnat1onal 
artefacts It ought to provide laws and techmques to 
support obv10us design act1v1t1es such as 
conf1gurat1on and network design, program and 
physical system design, logical system design 
(analysis), DP-organisation and human-mterface 
design Furthermore, 1t should provide laws and 
techmques for mfonnatlon systems planmng, project 
management and other dec1sion-makmg activ1lles 
whose names do not contain the word "design" The 
reason 1s that 

"Everyone designs who devises courses of 
acuon aimed at changmg ex1stmg s1tuauons 
mto preferred ones" [12] 

Therefore vrrtually the entire subject matter of 
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Infonnauon systems 1s part of the Know ledge Base 
for design This implies that I S laws at1d techmques 
should reflect the logical network structure of Fig 1 

Knowledge About Information Systems 

Thus our subJect-matter should mclude 
- laws and techniques to support dec1s1ons 

mvolvmg artif1c1al entIUes such as hardware, 
software, systems, projects etc 

- laws and techmques to support dec1s1ons 
mvolvmg natural entitles such as the human element 
m systems and proJects 

For effecuve and efficient dec1s1on-makmg, the 
techmques should be logically connected to laws, 
artif1c1al laws should be log1cally connected to 
natural laws, and specific laws should be connected 
to general laws 

Most general laws of human behaviour, 
management, and computers properly fall w1thm the 
amb1ts of other subjects - Psychology, Management 
Theory, Computer Science, etc Accordmgly, many 
I S laws ought to be spec1f1c mstances of general 
laws estabhshed m other subJects Therefore one 
would expect the subject to be structured hke a tree 
I S laws should be logically denved from external 
laws, hke a tree stem connected to ground water by 
its roots IS techmques should be logically denved 
from IS laws, hke a tree's fohage connected to the 
stem by branches (Fig 2) 
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Figure 2 Tree ofl.S. Knowledge 

Structural Evidence 

Empirical evidence of this structure can be found in 
two LS. publications. Firstly, Yourdon & 
Constantine's "Structured Design" [14) reflects the 
anticipated root and stem structure. It refers to an 
external law, namely Miller's psychological law: 

"People can mentally ... deal with ... only 
about 7 ... concepts at a time" (p69). 

From Miller's general natural law the book derives 
a specific natural law: 

"we can win if we can divide any task into 
independent sub-tasks" (p70). 

Then from that law the book logically derives a 
general Law of the Artificial: 

"total systems cost will be strongly influenced 
by the degree of coupling between modules" 
(p85). 

This leads on to a specific Law of the Artificial: 
"data-coupled systems have lower coupling 
than control-coupled systems" (p.86). 

Secondly, the author's own paper, "A priority 
criterion for serial computer system development 
projects" [10) provides evidence of the expected 
branch structure. It presents a three-step technique for 
determining the relative priority of systems 
development projects: a) estimate parameters, b) 
calculate priorities, and c) rank projects in declining 
priority sequence. This technique has been derived 
mathematically from four artificial laws: 

1. a system's contributions decline with age 
2. a distant future contribution is less valuable than 

an equal contribution received in the near future 
3. organisational growth increases a system's 

contribution 
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4. organisational learning enhances the system's 
contribution 

These two publications suggest that Information 
systems laws and techniques can conform to the 
predicted tree structure. However, as indicated at the 
beginning, many of our publications lack the 
expected logical connections. 

Practical Implications 

The prevalence of insular techniques suggests that 
the subject Information systems is deficient in laws. 
This implies that design decisions are being made in 
practice with inadequate formal knowledge of the 
properties of design components, and are therefore 
likely to be ineffective. As a result, practitioners are 
obliged to adopt a trial and error approach. 

Insular techniques are also easy to mis-apply. If a 
decision maker is unaware of a technique's implicit 
assumptions, he cannot recognise its limitations, and 
will use it blindly. Then if he applies the technique 
in a situation where the design components do not 
actually comply with the underlying laws, the 
resulting decision will be ineffective. So a costly 
practical learning process is necessary before one can 
identify situations where the technique is or isn't 
applicable. This may explain many an employer's 
preference for experience before qualifications when 
hiring computer personnel. 

Furthermore, an insular technique is in danger of 
unwarranted condemnation. In the absence of explicit 
assumptions and logical derivation the reader may 
well suppose that it is intended to be universally 
applicable. Then if the reader has experience of a 
situation in which it fails, that single exception may 
totally invalidate the technique from the reader's 
point of view, even though it might be very useful 
in many other situation. 

Conclusions 

The tree model abstracts the distilled experience of 
researchers in Physics, Engineering, etc and transfers 
it to the field of Information Systems. We can 
benefit from that experience in three ways. Firstly, 
the model induces a healthy scepticism of techniques 
which arc unsupported by logical derivation from 
underlying laws. Conversely, it lets us appreciate the 
value of those few publications which introduce laws 
and techniques with page after page of abstract 
reasoning before proceeding to concrete applications. 

Secondly, it suggest ways of identifying and 
correcting insular techniques in our existing 
literature. Such techniques can be identified simply 
by checking their logical connections. They can then 
be corrected by isolating the implicit assumptions on 



which they are based, and developing a connecting 
chain of reasoning. 

Finally, the model provides guidelines for future 
research. It recommends that we deduce I.S. 
techniques from underlying laws. Similarly, it 
suggests that we deduce I.S. laws from root laws in 
Psychology, Management, Computer Science, etc. 
Above all, it urges us to pay more attention to the 
theoretical development of our subject 
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NOTES FOR CONTRIBUTORS 

The purpose of the journal will be to pub
lish original papers in any field of computing. 
Papers submitted may be research articles, 
review articles and exploratory articles of gen
eral interest to readers of the journal. The pre
ferred languages of the journal will be the 
congress languages of IFIP although papers in 
other languages will not be precluded. 

Manuscripts should be submitted in tripli-
cate to: 

Professor J M Bishop 
Department of Computer Science 
University of the Witwatersrand 
Johannesburg 
Wits 
2050 

Form of manuscript 
Manuscripts should be in double-space typ

ing on one side only of sheets of A4 size with 
wide margins. 

The first page should include the article title 
(which should be brief), the author's name 
and affiliation and address. Each paper must 
be accompanied by an abstract less than 200 
words which will be printed at the beginning 
of the paper, together with an appropriate key 
word list and a list of relevant Computing Re
view Categories. 

Manuscripts may be provided on disc us
ing any Apple Macintosh package or in ASCII 
format. 

For authors wishing to provide camera
ready copy, a page specification is freely 
available on request from the Editor. 

Tables and figures 
Tables and figures should not be included 

in the text, although tables and figures should 
be referred to in the printed text. Tables 
should be typed on separate sheets and should 
be numbered consecutively and titled. 

Figures should also be supplied on separate 
sheets, and each should be clearly identified 
on the back in pencil with the authors name 
and figure number. Original line drawings 
(not photocopies) should be submitted and 
should include all the relevant details. Photo
graphs as illustrations should be avoided if 

possible. If this cannot be avoided, glossy 
bromide prints are required. 

Symbols 
Mathematical and other symbols may be ei

ther handwritten or typewritten. Greek letters 
and unusual symbols should be identified in 
the margin. Distinction should be made be
tween capital and lower case letters; between 
the letter O and zero; between the letter I, the 
number one and prime; between K and kappa. 
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Proofs 
Proofs will be sent to the author to ensure 

that the papers have been correctly typeset and 
not for the addition of new material or major 
amendment to the texts. Excessive alterations 
may be disallowed. Corrected proofs must be 
returned to the production manager within 
three days to minimise the risk of the author's 
contribution having to be held over to a later 
issue. 

Only original papers will be accepted, and 
copyright in published papers will be vested in 
the publisher. 

Letters 
A section of "Letters to the Editor" (each 

limited to about 500 words) will provide a fo
rum for discussion of recent problems. 








